Applications are invited from eligible candidates for admission to the above Degree Courses of the following Colleges of Sinhgad Technical Education Society for the A.Y. 2014-2015.

MBA Programme

SKN Sinhgad Business School
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
Korti, Pandharpur, Dist. Solapur - 413304
Phone: 02186 - 250105
MBA: Master of Business Administration
DTE Code: MS 664
Director: Dr. M. S. Achhile (88888859730)

Sinhgad Business School
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
38/1/B, Opp. Solapur University, Solapur-Pune Road, Kagaznagar, Solapur - 413255
Tel: 0217 - 2500564
MBA: Master of Business Administration
DTE Code: MS 6646
Director: Dr. J. S. Kondekar (8388025622)

Sinhgad Institute of Business Management
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
Kamlaun, Sangola, Dist. Solapur - 413307
Phone: 02187 - 222903
MBA: Master of Business Administration
DTE Code: MS 6241
Director: Dr. S. V. Mangaloke [9888147617]

MCA Programme

Sinhgad Institute of Computer Sciences
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
Korti, Pandharpur, Dist. Solapur - 413304
Phone: 02186 - 250104
MCA: Master of Computer Applications
DTE Code: MC 664
Director: Dr. A. S. Ghate (88888842663)

Sinhgad School of Computer Studies
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
38/1/B, Opp. Solapur University, Solapur-Pune Road, Kagaznagar, Solapur - 413255
Tel: 0217 - 2500523
MCA: Master of Computer Applications
DTE Code: MC 6646
I/C Director: Dr. M. H. Kondekar [8388025624]

Sinhgad Institute of Business Management
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
Kamlaun, Sangola, Dist. Solapur - 413307
Phone: 02187 - 222903
MCA: Master of Computer Applications
DTE Code: MC 6277
I/C Director: Dr. B. J. Mohite [8888883662]

Engineering Degree Programme

SKN Sinhgad College of Engineering
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to Solapur University)
Korti, Pandharpur, Dist. Solapur - 413304
Phone: 02186 - 250103
B. E.: Bachelor of Engineering
DTE Code: EN 644

- Computer Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Information Technology
- Mechanical Engineering
- Electronics & Telecommunication
Principal: Dr. K. J. Karande (7350508899)

B. E.: Bachelor of Engineering
DTE Code: EN 644

- Computer Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Information Technology
- Mechanical Engineering
- Electronics & Telecommunication
Principal: Dr. S. N. Kini [8388025651]

Eligibility: 1) MBA: Graduation with 50% marks (45% for reserve category, Maharashtra State) & valid score in CET/PGCET/GMAT/MAT/ATMA/SAT/AMTI. 2) MCA: Graduation with 50% marks (45% for reserve category, Maharashtra State) Math compulsory either for Std. 12 or Graduation Degree and valid score of MCA CET or valid MAMC score for institute level admission. OR Any other State level / National level Entrance Test as specified by Competent Authority for admissions. 3) Engineering: a) HSC Exam (10+2) with Physics, Maths as compulsory subject along with one of the Chemistry / Biotechnology / Biology / T.F. / Technical Vocational subject & secured minimum 50% marks (45% for reserve category from Maharashtra) in the above subjects taken together. b) Obtained a positive Non-Zero Score in JEE (Main) 2014.

Admission Procedure: The students desirous for admission under Institute Level Quota should download the application form from www.spspm.org & forward the duly filled in form along with testimonials to the Director/Principal of the Institute as mentioned above along with DD of Rs. 1000/- drawn in favour of the respective Institute. For further details, contact directly to Dr. N. B. Pawar, Kagaznagar Campus Director (08380025622) or the Director of the respective Institute. The candidates will be offered admission immediately against institute level quota on receipt of full fees.


Note: The Institute has not authorised any outside person / Agency / Organizations / Association / Representative for admissions to any course conducted by the institutes. Candidates are advised to be in touch with the Campus Director / Institute Director / Authorised College Staff only.

Prof. M. M. Navale
President

(Special Reference: Solapur Jurisdiction only)